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CONTINUITY AND CANCELING OPERATORS OF ORDER n
ON Rn
BOGDAN RAIŢĂ AND ANNA SKOROBOGATOVA
Abstract. We prove that for elliptic and canceling linear differential oper-
ators B of order n on Rn, continuity of a map u can be inferred from the
fact that Bu is a measure. We also prove strict continuity of the embedding
of the space BVB(Rn) of functions of bounded B-variation into the space of
continuous functions vanishing at infinity.
1. Introduction
It was recently proved by Van Schaftingen in [34], building on, among others,
[5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 32], that the linear Sobolev-type L1-estimate
‖Dk−ju‖
L
n
n−j
6 c‖Bu‖L1 for u ∈ C
∞
c (R
n, V ) [j = 1 . . .min{k, n − 1}](1.1)
holds if and only if the k-th order elliptic partial differential operator B satisfies
a then newly introduced canceling condition (see Section 2 for notation and ter-
minology). Of course, all estimates in (1.1) would follow from the estimate for
j = 0 by an iteration of the Sobolev inequality. However, it is well-known that
linear Calderón-Zygmund theory fails in L1 in general. In particular, estimates of
the type (1.1) with j = 0 can only hold in trivial instances [23, 20]. This paper
is concerned with the other limiting case of (1.1), namely j = n, provided that
k ≥ n. We make the convention n/0 =∞, and will in fact assume that k = n for
simplicity.
Henceforth, we assume that B is an n-th order elliptic operator on Rn. In this
case, the estimate (1.1) with j = n cannot be inferred from (1.1) with j = n− 1,
since W˙1,n 6 →֒ L∞. However, it is not difficult to prove that for B = Dn, we have
‖u‖L∞ 6 c‖Bu‖L1 for u ∈ C
∞
c (R
n).(1.2)
In more generality, it was proved by Bousquet and Van Schaftingen in [8, Thm. 1.3]
that the estimate (1.2) holds for canceling operators, while simple one-dimensional
examples show that the canceling condition might not be necessary. Indeed, it was
shown in [25, Thm. 1.3] that the inequality (1.2) is equivalent to a weakly canceling
condition. We briefly describe the difference between the two conditions from an
analytic perspective: On one hand, B is canceling if and only if the equation
Bu = δ0w for vectors w has solutions only for w = 0 [25, Lem. 2.5]. On the
other hand, B is weakly canceling if and only if solutions of Bu = δ0w are locally
bounded [25, Lem. 4.3].
Using the estimates (1.1) and (1.2), one can investigate more general partial
differential equations, e.g., variational problems of linear growth [4, 9]. From the
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point of view of weak formulations (e.g., of the Euler-Lagrange equations), it is
natural to investigate the spaces
WB,1(Ω) := {u ∈Wn−1,1(Ω, V ) : Bu ∈ L1(Ω,W )},
BVB(Ω) := {u ∈Wn−1,1(Ω, V ) : Bu ∈ M(Ω,W )}.
(1.3)
We equip the space BVB (hence also WB,1) with the complete norm
‖u‖BVB(Ω) := |Bu|(Ω) +
∑
|α|<n
‖∂αu‖L1(Ω,V ).(1.4)
The emergence of the BVB-space is natural since, from a typical L1-bound on a
minimizing/approximating sequence, one cannot infer weak L1-compactness, but
can infer weakly-∗ compactness in the space of measures. Motivated by these facts,
several analytical properties of WB,1 and BVB were already studied in [9, 16, 25].
Starting from the estimate (1.2), one can infer by norm-convergence of molli-
fications that the inclusion WB,1(Rn) ⊂ L∞(Rn, V ) holds (Lemma 2.5), is norm-
continuous (Lemma 2.6), and, more importantly, directly implies that WB,1(Rn) ⊂
C(Rn, V ). The situation is quite different for BVB(Rn). Indeed, we still have that
(1.2) implies BVB(Rn) ⊂ L∞(Rn, V ), which follows by strict-density of mollifica-
tions, convergence that is not continuous with respect to addition of measures.
Interestingly, this pathology turns out to be phenomenological: one can show that
cancellation is necessary for continuity of BVB-maps to hold (Proposition 3.1).
The purpose of of the present paper is to investigate the sufficiency of cancellation
for continuity of maps in BVB(Rn) (recall that we assumed that B is elliptic of
order n).
We begin with a simple example: Wn,1(Rn) versus BVn(Rn), i.e., B = Dn,
which is elliptic for all n ≥ 1, weakly canceling but not canceling if n = 1 and
canceling otherwise. It is well-known that in this limiting case, we have that
Wn,1(Rn) →֒ C0(R
n). In the case of BV, we have that BV(R) ⊂ L∞(R), but
indicator functions of bounded intervals clearly lie in BV. On the other hand, if
n ≥ 2, it was shown by Tartar and revisited in [24] that maps in BVn(Rn) are
continuous (see also [14, Thm. 1(iii)]).
Another relevant example is given by B = ∆◦(div, curl) on R3, which is elliptic,
weakly canceling, but not canceling. In this case:
(a) WB,1(R3) →֒ C0(R
3,R3) with norm-continuity,
(b) BVB(R3) ⊂ L∞(R3,R3),
(c) BVB(R3) 6⊂ C(R3,R3).
The assertions above follow from (1.2), the results in Section 2.3, and Proposi-
tion 3.1. In more generality, we have:
Theorem 1.1. Let B be an n-th order elliptic operator on Rn. Then maps in
BVBloc(R
n) are continuous if and only if B is canceling.
In fact, it is not too difficult to prove that the inclusion BVBloc(R
n) ⊂ C(Rn, V )
is bounded (in the sense of linear operators) if we consider the locally-uniform
topology on C(Rn, V ) (see Proposition 2.3). However, as alluded to already, the
natural topology to use on BVB is the strict topology, which we will now define. In
accordance with the better studied case of BV [1], we say that uj → u B-strictly
if and only if uj → u in W
n−1,1 and ‖Buj‖M → ‖Bu‖M.
Our second main result is to show that, indeed, the inclusion of Theorem 1.1
is continuous with respect to strict convergence. Below, we write C0(R
n) for the
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space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity which is a Banach space with
the supremum norm.
Theorem 1.2. Let B an n-th order, elliptic, and canceling operator on Rn. Then
the inclusion BVB(Rn) ⊂ C0(R
n, V ) is B-strictly continuous.
In fact, we can say slightly more: even if we only have BVB ⊂ L∞ (i.e., B is
weakly canceling), we still have that the inclusion is locally strictly continuous if
and only if B is canceling (see Lemma 3.2).
The proof of strict continuity is realized in two steps. Firstly, we use the concen-
tration compactness principle of [21] to prove that the intermediate embeddings
BVB(Rn) ⊂W n−j,n/(n−j) for integers 0 < j < n are strictly continuous. Secondly,
we employ a fairly elementary measure theoretic argument, using the Arzela-Ascoli
theorem and an estimate on the modulus of continuity of BVB maps obtained in
the proof of Theorem 1.1. This is in contrast with with the approach of the up-
coming paper [17], where strict continuity of embeddings of BVB(Rn) on lower
dimensional subsets of Rn is discussed. There, the approach to strict continuity
relies on proving a multiplicative trace inequality for elliptic and canceling oper-
ators in the spirit of [22, Sec. 1.4.7]. In our case, it does not seem possible to
employ an interpolation inequality, particularly since, for instance, the embedding
W˙s,n/s(Rn) →֒ L∞ holds only for s = n in the range s 6 n. For more detail on
related multiplicative inequalities in Sobolev spaces, see the recent the work [11]
and the references therein.
Of course, possible applications may require variants of Theorem 1.1 on bounded
domains. Theorem 1.1 only guarantees that for canceling operators B, we have
that BVB(Ω) ⊂ C(Ω, V ) whenever Ω ⊂ Rn is open. However, this statement does
not, in any way, imply continuity up to the boundary. In particular, it is not
too difficult to infer from the results in [16], which concern integrability near the
boundary, that for the inclusion BVB(Ω) ⊂ L∞ to hold, the operator B needs to
be C-elliptic, i.e., kerC B(ξ) = {0} for any 0 6= ξ ∈ C
n (see Lemma 4.3). It was also
shown in [16] that the C-ellipticity condition is strictly stronger than cancellation
in the class of elliptic operators. Using our method for proving Theorem 1.1, one
can prove the following:
Theorem 1.3. Let B be an n-th order elliptic operator on Rn and Q ⊂ Rn be an
open cube. Then BVB(Q) ⊂ C(Q¯, V ) if and only if B is C-elliptic. Moreover, if B
is C-elliptic, then there exists a bounded, linear trace operator
Tr: BVB(Q)→ C(∂Q, V ).
More general domains are also possible, but we chose to present Theorem 1.3
in this form for better comparison with the only other similar result (apart from
BVn) that we are aware of, namely [24, Thm. 1.4]. There, it is shown that if one
takes B = ∂1∂2 . . . ∂n, the statement of the Theorem 1.1 holds for Q chosen as the
unit cube. This shows that ellipticity need not be necessary for a result of this
type; however, it is not clear whether one can cover more than special domains for
non-elliptic operators (see also the remarks following [24, Thm. 1.5]).
A similar theme between the mechanisms used to prove continuity in [24] and
our results is that lack of concentration of Bu on a class S of sets implies continuity
of u. In the case of [24], S consists of the hyperplanes of co-dimension 1 orthogonal
to the coordinate axes, whereas in our case, S is the class of singletons. In fact,
our approach generalizes the sketch in the case B = Dn given after [24, Thm. 1.2].
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we collect the basic notation and
background results on partial differential operators and strict-density and strict-
continuity in BVB. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 which concern
canceling operators. In Section 4 we prove the boundary continuity Theorem 1.3
for C-elliptic operators.
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topic of the paper. This project has received funding from the European Research
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic notation. Throughout this paper, the underlying space for all func-
tions and measures is denoted by Rn. For most purposes, one can assume that
n > 1. We will write Ω ⊂ Rn for a typical domain, which will often be assumed
open, bounded, and having Lipschitz boundary.
We will use standard notation for the Lp and Sobolev spaces, Wk,p. We will
also use the homogeneous Sobolev space W˙k,p(Rn), which is defined as the closure
of C∞c (R
n) in the (semi-)norm u 7→ ‖Dku‖Lp(Rn). Here, C
∞
c denotes the space of
compactly supported, smooth functions. We will also work with the space C(Ω)
of continuous functions, which is naturally endowed with the topology of locally
uniform convergence. As a particularly important subspace, we single out C0(R
n),
the space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity, which is the uniform closure
of C∞c (R
n), hence a Banach space. We will denote by S (Rn) the Schwarz space
of rapidly decreasing functions, by S ′(Rn) its linear topological dual, the space
of tempered distributions, and by D ′(Rn) the space of distributions.
The Lebesgue-n and Hausdorff-α measures will be denoted by L n and H α.
In more generality, we will work with vectorial finite measures µ ∈ M(Ω,W ),
where W is a finite dimensional normed vector space. Here, finite means that
the total variation norm ‖µ‖M(Ω) = |µ|(Ω) is finite, where |µ| denotes the total
variation measure of µ. We also briefly recall the Riesz representation theorem,
which states that M(Ω) is the linear dual of C0(Ω). This identification enables us
to characterize weakly-* convergence of measures. For more details on elementary
measure theory, we refer the reader to [1].
We write B(x, r) = Br(x) ⊂ R
n for the ball of radius r, centered at x, and by
Q(x, r) = Qr(x) for the cube of side length 2r, centered at x. If x lies in an ambient
domain Ω, the notation Br(x) will actually denote Br(x) ∩ Ω, with an analogous
convention for Qr(x). We will denote the average of an integrable function f on Ω
(always taken with respect to L n) by (f)Ω =
ffl
Ω f dx = L
n(Ω)−1
´
Ω f dx. In the
case when Ω itself is a ball or cube of radius r around x, we will indiscriminately
use the notation (f)x,r.
We use the notation c to denote a general constant c > 0 which does not depend
on any of the quantities that vary in a line of estimation. The value of c can, of
course, vary from line to line.
2.2. Partial differential operators. We will consider k-homogeneous linear dif-
ferential operators B on Rn from V to W , with constant coefficients:
Bu :=
∑
|β|=k
Bβ∂
βu for u ∈ D ′(Rn, V ).(2.1)
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Here Bβ ∈ Lin(V,W ) for all multi-indices β ∈ N
n
0 with |β| = n and V, W are finite
dimensional inner product spaces. We also consider the symbol map
B(ξ) :=
∑
|β|=k
ξβBβ ∈ Lin(V,W ) for ξ ∈ R
n,
which is defined such that B̂u(ξ) = (− i)kB(ξ)uˆ(ξ) for ξ ∈ Rn, u ∈ S (Rn, V ). Our
convention for the Fourier transform is
[Fu](ξ) = uˆ(ξ) :=
ˆ
Rn
u(x)e− i x·ξ dx,
defined for u ∈ S (Rn) and extended by duality to tempered distributions.
We say that an operator B is elliptic if and only if kerR B(ξ) = {0} for all 0 6=
ξ ∈ Rn. Under this assumption, one has that the tensor-valued (−k)-homogeneous
function defined by B†(ξ) := [B∗(ξ)B(ξ)]−1 B∗(ξ) for ξ 6= 0 and B†(0) = 0 is a left-
inverse of B(ξ). In particular, one has for u ∈ S (Rn, V ) and j = 0, . . . , k that
D̂k−ju(ξ) = ik−j B†(ξ)B̂u(ξ)⊗ ξ⊗(k−j) =: m−j(ξ)B̂u(ξ) for 0 6= ξ ∈ R
n,
where m−j ∈ C
∞(Rn \ {0}, ik−j Lin(W,V ⊙k−j Rn)) is a (−j)-homogeneous map.
Here V ⊙l Rn denotes the space of V -valued, symmetric l-linear maps on Rn. In
particular, m−j is a tempered distribution with reasonably well-understood inverse
Fourier transform (see [8, Lem. 2.1], [25, Eq. (3,1)], and the references therein):
Lemma 2.1. Let B be an elliptic operator as in (2.1). Then there exist convolution
kernels Kj ∈ C
∞(Rn \ {0},Lin(W,V ⊙k−j Rn)), j = 0, . . . ,min{k, n}, such that
for all u ∈ C∞c (R
n, V ) we have that Dk−ju = Kj ⋆ Bu, where
Kj = Hj−n if j = 0, . . . ,min{k, n − 1},
Kn = H0 + log | · |L if j = n 6 k.
Here Hl is l-homogeneous and L ∈ Lin(W,V ⊙
k−n Rn) is defined by
Lw :=
ˆ
Sn−1
B
†(ξ)w ⊗ ξ⊗(k−n) dH n−1(ξ) for w ∈W.(2.2)
We further recall that an operator B is said to be canceling if and only if
I :=
⋂
ξ∈Sn−1
imB(ξ) = {0}.(2.3)
It is essentially shown in [25, Lem. 2.5] based on [34, Prop. 6.1] that, for an elliptic
operator B, we have that I = {w ∈ W : Bu = δ0w for some u ∈ L
1
loc(R
n, V )}. In
particular, in the class of elliptic operators, the canceling operators are precisely
those for which the space of measures {Bu} contains no Dirac measures. In con-
trast, an operator is said to be weakly canceling, as introduced in [25, Sec. 1.3],
if and only if L(I) = {0}. In view of Lemma 2.1, it is not difficult to see that
an elliptic operator B is weakly canceling if and only if Dk−nu ∈ L∞loc whenever
Bu = δ0w for some w ∈W [25, Lem. 4.3]. We have the following:
Lemma 2.2. Let B be an elliptic operator as in (2.1), I, L be defined by (2.3),
(2.2) respectively, and consider the system
Bu = δ0w for u ∈ L
1
loc(R
n, V ), w ∈W.(2.4)
Then:
(a) B is weakly canceling (i.e., L(I) = {0}) if and only if all solutions u of
(2.4) are such that Dk−nu ∈ L∞loc.
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(b) B is canceling (i.e., I = {0}) if and only if (2.4) implies that w = 0.
Finally, we remark that cancellation is indeed strictly stronger than weak can-
cellation. This can be seen already from the Introduction, where the operator
∆ ◦ (div, curl) on R3 was mentioned. More examples illustrating the difference
between the two classes can be found in [25, Sec. 4.3].
We will also discuss C-elliptic operators, originally introduced by Smith in
[29, 30], aiming to obtain boundary Lp-estimates for linear systems in non-smooth
(e.g., Lipschitz) domains. Such operators were later studied in [18, 19] and, more
recently, in connection with boundary L1-estimates in [9, 16]. In fact, the termi-
nology was first used in [9], for first order operators. Apart from estimates near
and on the boundary, C-elliptic operators are often relevant in applications, e.g.,
plasticity [2, 28], fracture mechanics [12], and image reconstruction [13].
Recall that an operator B as in (2.1) is said to be C-elliptic if and only if
kerC B(ξ) = {0} for all 0 6= ξ ∈ C
n. Of course, C-elliptic operators are elliptic.
The converse is not true, as can be seen from the example B = (div, curl).
We will use the following embedding result, which was not mentioned in [16],
but easily follows from [16, Thm. 1.2, Lem. 3.2] and the strict density lemma [9,
Lem. 4.15] (the latter concerns first order operators, but is easily adapted to higher
order operators, as can be seen from the upcoming proof in [17]).
Proposition 2.3. Let n > 1, B as in (2.1) be an n-th order operator, and Ω ⊂ Rn
be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then B is C-elliptic if and only if
‖u‖L∞(Ω,V ) 6 cΩ
(
|Bu|(Ω) + ‖u‖L1(Ω,V )
)
for u ∈ BVB(Ω).
Here cΩ > 0 depends both on the size and the geometry of Ω.
Proof. Suppose that B is C-elliptic. We know from [16, Thm. 1.2] and 1.2 that
the claimed inequality holds for maps u ∈ C∞(Ω¯, V ). Let u ∈ BVB(Ω). One can
then modify [9, Lem. 4.15] to show there exist uj = Tju ∈ C(Ω¯, V ) that converge
strictly to u in BVB(Ω). By passing to a subsequence, we can assume that uj
converges to u L n-a.e., so that
|u(x)| = lim
j
|uj(x)| 6 cΩ lim
j
(
‖Buj‖L1(Ω) + ‖uj‖L1(Ω)
)
= cΩ
(
‖Bu‖L1(Ω) + ‖u‖L1(Ω)
)
for L n-a.e. x ∈ Ω. This concludes the proof of sufficiency.
Necessity of C-ellipticity follows as in the final part of [16, Sec. 4.2] (alterna-
tively, see the proof of Lemma 4.3, where we construct a map in BVB(Ω) that is
unbounded near the boundary). 
We conclude this section by giving a class of (academic) examples of C-elliptic
operators of order 2 on R2 that do not seem to reduce to the operator ∂1∂2 which
was analyzed in [24].
Example 2.4. Let a, b > 0 be two distinct real numbers. Then the operator
B(ξ) :=
(
ξ21 + aξ
2
2 , ξ
2
1 + bξ
2
2
)
, for ξ ∈ R2,
is C-elliptic on R2 from R to R2.
In general, one can consider two homogeneous real polynomials p1, p2 on R
2
that have no common non-trivial complex roots and set B(ξ) := (p1(ξ), p2(ξ)) for
ξ ∈ R2.
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2.3. Strict density and continuity. We extend the definition of WB,1 and BVB
from (1.3), (1.4) to operators of order k in an obvious manner.
We begin by discussing norm-density of smooth maps in WB,1, as well as norm-
continuity of the embeddings of WB,1.
Lemma 2.5. Let B be an operator as in (2.1) and u ∈ L1loc(R
n, V ) be such that
Bu ∈ L1(Rn,W ). Then there exist uj ∈ C
∞
c (R
n, V ) be such that Buj → Bu in
L1(Rn,W ).
Proof. Fix N > 0, choose ρN ∈ C
∞
c (BN (0), V ) and let u
N = ρNu, so that
uN ∈WB,1c (BN (0), V ). Applying a standard mollification argument with a parti-
tion of unity (see [22, Sec. 1.1.5]), we obtain a sequence {uNj } ⊂ C
∞
c (BN (0), V )
with BuNj → Bu
N in L1(BN (0),W ), where the compact support follows from the
compact essential support of uN in BN (0). Extending by zero to R
n and combin-
ing this with the fact that BuN → Bu in L1(Rn,W ), the result follows when we
extract a diagonal subsequence. 
It follows that in WB,1 we have both norm-density, as well as norm-continuity:
Lemma 2.6. Let j = 1, . . . ,min{k, n} and B as in (2.1) be elliptic and
(a) canceling if j < n;
(b) weakly canceling if j = n 6 k.
Then the embedding WB,1(Rn) →֒ W˙k−j,n/(n−j)(Rn, V ) is norm-continuous.
Proof. Let u ∈ WB,1(Rn) and find a sequence {uj} ⊂ C
∞
c (R
n, V ) as given by
Lemma 2.5 that also converges to u inWk−1,1(Rn, V ). The conclusion follows from
applying the estimates (1.1) and (1.2) to show that {uj} is Cauchy in W˙
k−j,n/(n−j).
The L1-convergence of uj to u allows us to verify that the limit is the appropriate
derivative of u by the uniqueness of weak derivatives. It follows that the estimates
(1.1) or (1.2) hold as appropriate for maps in WB,1(Rn).
Now assume that vj → v in W
B,1(Rn). The fact that Dk−jvj → D
k−jv in
Ln/(n−j) follows directly from (1.1) or (1.2). 
In particular, by taking j = k = n, we immediately see that weak cancellation
suffices to guarantee continuity of WB,1-maps when B has order n:
Proposition 2.7. Let B as in (2.1) be elliptic and weakly canceling of order n.
Then maps in WB,1(Rn) are continuous (vanishing at infinity).
This is in sharp contrast with the situation in BVB, as illustrated by Lemma 3.1.
On a different note, we also cannot expect norm-density results as for WB,1, sim-
ply since L1-limits of C∞c -sequences are L
1-maps. In turn, it is easy to see that
mollifications of measures converge weakly-* and, moreover, we have that:
Lemma 2.8. Let µ ∈ M(Rn). Then
´
Rn
|µ ⋆ ηε|dx → |µ|(R
n) as ε ↓ 0. Here ηε
is a standard sequence of mollifiers.
In general, we say that if µj
∗
⇀ µ and |µj|(R
n)→ |µ|(Rn), then the sequence of
measures µj is said to converge strictly to µ, which is consistent with definition of
B-strict convergence from the Introduction, which we recall here:
Definition 2.9 (Strict convergence). We say that (uj)j ⊂ BV
B(Ω) converges to u
B-strictly (or strictly in BVB(Ω), or just strictly) if
|Buj |(Ω)→ |Bu|(Ω) and uj → u in W
k−1,1(Ω, V ).
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In particular, this definition implies that both (Buj)j and (|Buj |)j converge
weakly-* to the expected limits (the former by an elementary argument, and the
latter by Reshetnyak’s continuity theorem [1, Thm. 2.39]). Do note that the strong
convergence of the lower derivatives prevents oscillations that the convergence of
the masses of Buj need not detect. With this definition, we have the following
strict-density result for BVB-functions:
Lemma 2.10. Let B be an operator as in (2.1) and u ∈ BVB(Rn). Then there
exist uj ∈ C
∞
c (R
n, V ) converging B-strictly to u.
Proof. Let uN denote the same truncation of u as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, and
once again combine mollification with an appropriate partition of unity (details
can be found in [1, Thm 3.9]). This gives us convergence in Wk−1,1 of a sequence
{uNj } ⊂ C
∞
c (BN (0), V ) to u
N , coupled with the estimate
lim sup
j→∞
ˆ
BN (0)
|BuNj |dx 6 |Bu
N |(BN (0)).
The weak-* compactness of L1-bounded subsets of M(BN (0),W ) allows us to
extract a weakly-* convergent subsequence and use lower semicontinuity of the
total variation to obtain B-strict convergence of uNj to u
N . Combining this with
the B-strict convergence of uN to u completes the proof. 
The strict-density Lemma above guarantees validity of the inclusions BVB(Rn) ⊂
W˙k−j,n/(n−j)(Rn, V ) under the assumptions of Lemma 2.6. As for the (strict) con-
tinuity of these inclusions, we have:
Lemma 2.11. Let j = 1, . . . ,min{k, n − 1} and B as in (2.1) be elliptic and
canceling. Then the embedding BVB(Rn, V ) →֒ Wk−j,n/(n−j)(Rn, V ) is strictly-
continuous.
This follows by an adaptation of [26, Prop. 3.7] originating in the concentration
compactness principle from [21]. Of course, from our point of view, this represents
the subcritical case; one of the main results of this work is to prove that the same
holds if j = n 6 k, which we restrict to j = n = k for simplicity. As will become
transparent for the reader, the ideas employed in the proof of Lemma 2.11 cannot
be extended in the limit case of Theorem 1.2.
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.11, in contrast to [26, Prop. 3.7], we also need
to deal with possible concentrations at infinity. To this end, we will use a variant
of Prokhorov’s theorem, which can be inferred from [15, Thm. 1.208, Prop. 1.206]
and the paragraph following Definition 2.9:
Lemma 2.12. Let µ, µj ∈ M(R
n, [0,∞)) be such that µj
∗
⇀ µ in M(Rn) and
µj(R
n) → µ(Rn). Then the sequence (µj)j is tight, i.e., for each ε > 0, there
exists a sufficiently large compact set K ⊂ Rn such that µj(R
n \K) 6 ε.
Let B be as in (2.1) and suppose that uj → u strictly in BV
B(Rn). Then the
sequence (|Buj|)j is tight.
Proof of Lemma 2.11. Suppose that um → u B-strictly. We need to show that
Dk−jum → D
k−ju in L
n
n−j for each j = 1, . . . ,min{k, n − 1}. By the Vitali
convergence theorem [15, Thm. 2.24], we know that the claim is equivalent with:
(a) Dk−jum → D
k−ju in measure;
(b) {Dk−jum}m is
n
n−j -uniformly integrable;
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(c) for every ε > 0 there exists a Borel set E with L n(E) <∞ such that
sup
m
ˆ
Rn\E
|Dk−jum|
n/(n−j) 6 ε.
Convergence in measure follows from the assumed L1-convergence of (Dk−jum)m
and Vitali’s Theorem.
We next prove (c). Let ε > 0. By Lemma 2.12, we have that there exists large
ball B such that, for all m, |Bum|(R
n \B) 6 ε. Let s be such that
´
Rn
|Dk−lum−
Dk−lu|dx 6 ε form ≥ s and l = 1, . . . , k. By possibly enlarging B, we can assume
that
´
Rn\B |D
k−lu|dx 6 ε and
´
Rn\B |D
k−lum|dx 6 ε for m < s and l = 1, . . . , k.
Consider now a larger ball B˜ ⋑ B and a function ϕ ∈ C∞(Rn, [0, 1]) that equals 1
in B˜, equals 0 in B and satisfies ‖Dlρ‖L∞ 6 c for l = 0, . . . k. We estimate:
‖Dk−jum‖
L
n
n−j (Rn\B˜)
6 ‖Dk−j(ϕum)‖
L
n
n−j (Rn)
6 c|B(ϕum)|(R
n)
6 c
(
|ϕBum|(R
n) +
k∑
l=1
ˆ
Rn
|Dlϕ||Dk−lum|dx
)
6 c
(
|Bum|(R
n \B) +
k∑
l=1
ˆ
B˜\B
|Dk−lum|dx
)
.
Therefore, if m < s, we directly obtain that ‖Dk−jum‖
L
n
n−j (Rn\B˜)
6 cε. If m ≥ s,
we estimate further
‖Dk−jum‖
L
n
n−j (Rn\B˜)
6 c
(
ε+
k∑
l=1
ˆ
B˜\B
|Dk−lum −D
k−lu|+ |Dk−lu|dx
)
6 cε.
The proof of (c) is complete.
Assume now for contradiction that the claim fails; equivalently, (b) fails. By
strict convergence and Lemmas 2.6 and 2.10 we have that {Dk−j(um − u)}m is
bounded in L
n
n−j (Rn) and also that supm |Bum − Bu|(R
n) < ∞, so by weak-∗
compactness, up to a subsequence (not re-labelled) we obtain
(2.5) |Dk−j(um − u)|
n
n−j
∗
⇀ µ, |Bum − Bu|
∗
⇀ ν in M(Rn).
We claim that µ(Rn) > 0. By our assumption, Dk−jum 9 D
k−ju in L
n
n−j , so we
can extract a subsequence (not re-labelled) such that
(2.6) ‖Dk−j(um − u)‖
L
n
n−j
≥ c
for some c > 0. We infer from (c) and nn−j -integrability of u that the sequence of
measures {|Dk−j(um−u)|
n
n−j }m is tight, so the lower bound (2.6) should still hold
when we restrict to some sufficiently large closed ball B¯R(0). Thus, by weakly-*
upper semi-continuity on compact sets ([15, Prop. 1.203(ii)]), we indeed have
µ(B¯R(0)) ≥ c > 0.
Now for any ρ ∈ C∞c (R
n, [0, 1]), we also have
‖Dk−j(ρum)‖
L
n
n−j
6 c|B(ρuj)|(R
n)
6 c
(ˆ
ρd|Bum|+
k∑
l=1
ˆ
|Dlρ||Dk−lum|dx
)
.(2.7)
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Strict convergence combined with Reshetnyak’s Continuity Theorem [1, Thm 2.39]
allow us to pass to the limit on the right-hand side. To deal with the left-hand
side, we raise both sides to the power of nn−j and use the Brezis-Lieb Lemma [10]
(up to subsequence), exactly as in [26, Prop. 3.7]. We thus have
‖Dk−j(ρu)‖
n
n−j
L
n
n−j
+
ˆ
|ρ|
n
n−j dµ
6 c
(ˆ
|ρ|d|Bu|+
k∑
l=1
ˆ
|Dlρ||Dk−lu|dx
) n
n−j
.(2.8)
Now suppose µ = a0δx0 , with a0 > 0 and x0 ∈ R
n. Taking ρ(x) = η
(
x−x0
ε
)
, where
η ∈ C∞c (B1(0), [0, 1]) with η(0) = 1, and letting εց 0, we get
0 < a0 < |Bu|({x0})
n
n−j
However, since B is elliptic and canceling, we know that B cannot charge points, so
we reach a contradiction. This can be seen directly from the co-canceling estimate
[34, Thm. 1.4] (in conjunction with [34, Prop. 4.2]), or from [27, Thm. 3], or from
the recent paper [3].
We will now show that the positive measure µ 6≡ 0 can only be a countable
linear combination of Diracs, which gives us the contradiction we desire by the
above argument, since at least one of these Diracs must have a positive weight
attached to it. Consider the estimate (2.7) with um replaced by um − u. For
any Borel set E ⊂ Rn, choose ρ to approximate 1E and take m → ∞, using the
Wk−1,1-convergence of um to u, the Brezis-Lieb Lemma again, and (2.5). This
tells us that
µ(E)
ν(E)
6 cν(E)
n
n−j
−1,
which in turn implies, combined with the Besicovitch Derivation Theorem, that
dµ
dν = 0 other than on atoms on ν. Thus, since µ≪ ν, we deduce that µ must be
purely atomic and the result follows. Further details can be found in [26]. The
contradiction reached implies that (b) holds as well, hence the proof of the Lemma
is complete. 
3. Canceling operators
In this Section, we prove Theorem 1.1, split between Proposition 3.1 (necessity)
and Proposition 3.3 (sufficiency). The second main result on elliptic and canceling
operators, Theorem 1.2, will be recast as Proposition 3.5.
We begin by noting that for n = 1, first order elliptic operators on R are of
the form B(ξ) = ξM , where M ∈ Lin(V,W ) is a matrix with kerM = 0. Such
operators are easily seen to always be weakly canceling but never canceling.
Restricting to n ≥ 2, we first prove that cancellation is necessary for continuity:
Proposition 3.1. Let B be an elliptic operator of order n on Rn. Suppose that
BVBloc(R
n) ⊂ C(Rn, V ). Then B is canceling.
Proof. Let v ∈ D ′(Rn, V ), w ∈ W be such that Bv = δ0w. Let u = Kn ⋆ Bv for
Kn as in Lemma 2.1, so that Bu = δ0w and D
n−ju ∈ L
n/(n−j)
w for j = 0, . . . , n (for
details on these facts see [25, Lem. 2.5, Sec. 4, Sec. 7]). Here we denote the weak-
Lp spaces by Lpw. In particular, D
n−ju ∈ L1loc for j = 1, . . . , n, so that u ∈ BV
B
loc.
We then have that
u = H0w + log | · |Lw,(3.1)
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where, recall, H0 is 0-homogeneous and smooth away from zero and L is a linear
map that depends on B only. In particular, since u is locally bounded, we have that
Lw = 0. In this case, we have that u = H0w is 0-homogeneous and continuous
(at zero). It follows that u is constant, so that δ0w = Bu = 0. We can conclude
by Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B be an elliptic and weakly canceling operator of order n on
Rn. Suppose that the inclusion BVBloc(R
n) ⊂ L∞loc(R
n, V ) is B-strictly continuous.
Then B is canceling.
Proof. We let u ∈ BVBloc be as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, hence as in (3.1). By
weak cancellation, we have that u = H0w. By taking a regularization of u with
smooth, compactly supported kernels, we find a sequence of smooth functions
that converges to u B-strictly. By the assumption of the lemma, we have that the
regularization converges to u locally uniformly, so u is continuous. We conclude
as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.3. Let B be an n-th order operator on Rn that is elliptic and
canceling and Ω ⊂ Rn be an open set. Then BVB(Ω) ⊂ C(Ω, V ).
Proof. Let u ∈ BVB(Ω) and x ∈ Ω. We will consider radii r > 0 such that
B2r(x) ⊂ Ω and smooth cut-off functions ρr ∈ C
∞
c (Br(x)) such that |D
jρr| 6 cr
−j
for j = 0, . . . , n. By the strict density Lemma 2.10, we have that the inequality
(1.2) holds for ρr(u− (u)x,r) ∈ BV
B(Rn) (to carefully check this, one can employ
[25, Lem. 2.2]). Here (u)x,r =
ffl
Br(x)
u(y) dy. We estimate:
‖u− (u)x,r‖L∞(Br(x)) 6 ‖ρr(u− (u)x,r)‖L∞(B2r(x)) 6 c|B [ρr(u− (u)x,r)] |(B2r(x))
6 c
|Bu|(B2r(x)) + n−1∑
j=1
r−j‖Dn−ju‖L1(B2r(x))
+ r−n‖u− (u)x,r‖L1(B2r(x))
)
6 c
|Bu|(B2r(x)) + n−1∑
j=1
r−j‖Dn−ju‖L1(B2r(x))

6 c
|Bu|(B2r(x)) + n−1∑
j=1
‖Dn−ju‖
L
n
n−j (B2r(x))
 ,
where in the third inequality we used the Leibniz rule and triangle inequality, the
fourth estimate follows from Poincaré’s inequality (see, e.g., [35, Lem. 4.1.3]), and
the last estimate follows from Hölder’s inequality.
We next note that by the dominated convergence theorem, we have that
|Bu|(B2r(x)) → |Bu|({x0}) as r ↓ 0, which is null, e.g., by [3]. By (1.1) and the
density lemma, we have that Dn−ju ∈ L
n/(n−j)
loc (Ω), so that the summands also
tend to zero by dominated convergence theorem. In particular, we showed that
‖u− (u)x,r‖L∞(Br(x)) 6 ω(r;x)(3.2)
for some increasing ω( · , x) : [0,∞)→ [0,∞] with limr↓0 ω(r;x) = 0.
We next show that for each x, ((u)x,r)r>0 converges. We know from the
Lebesgue differentiation theorem that this is the case L n-almost everywhere, so
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we redefine u by
u∗(x) = lim
r↓0
(u)x,r(3.3)
at all Lebesgue points x. By the triangle inequality, we have that
‖u− u∗(x)‖L∞(Br(x)) 6 ω(r;x) + |(u)x,r − u
∗(x)| → 0 as r ↓ 0.
We assume that there exists a point x0 ∈ R
n which is not a Lebesgue point. We
will show that ((u)x0,rm)m is Cauchy, where rm = m
−1. To do this, let m 6 k and
consider Lebesgue points yk ∈ Brk(x0), so that (3.2) implies
|(u)x0,rm − (u)x0,rk | 6 |(u)x0,rm − u(yk)|+ |u(yk)− (u)x0,rk |
6 ω(rm;x0) + ω(rk;x0),
which converges to zero as m, k → ∞. Write u∗(x0) := limm→∞(u)x0,rm . The
same estimation gives
|(u)x0,r − (u)x0,rm| 6 2ω(x0; r) if 0 < rm < r,
so that letting m → ∞, we obtain that limr↓0(u)x0,r = u
∗(x0). For Lebesgue
points x ∈ Br(x0) of u, we then have that
|u(x)− u∗(x0)| 6 |u(x)− (u)x0,r|+ |(u)x0,r − u
∗(x0)|,
which proves that
‖u− u∗(x0)‖L∞(Br(x0)) 6 3ω(r;x0)(3.4)
which is a contradiction. Hence all x are Lebesgue points of u, and, moreover, u
(identified with u∗, hence defined pointwise everywhere by (3.3)) is L∞-continuous
everywhere. It is not difficult to see from the proof above that the inequality (3.4)
holds at every x0, hence clearly implies continuity of u. 
The strict continuity result of Theorem 1.1 will follow as a consequence of the
following:
Lemma 3.4. Let Q ⊂ Rn be a cube and µj ∈ M(Q¯) be a sequence of positive
measures such that µj
∗
⇀ µ in M(Q¯), where µj, µ are non-atomic. Then for each
ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for each sub-cube Q˜ ⊂ Q with |Q˜| < δ, we have
that supj µj(Q˜) < ε (all cubes considered are closed and have faces paralled to the
coordinate hyperplanes).
Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exist ε > 0, a sub-sequence µji , and a
sequence of cubes Q¯(xi, ri) such that ri ↓ 0 as i → ∞ and µji(Q¯(xi, ri)) ≥ ε. If
(ji)i has a subsequence increasing to infinity, then we can, by passing to another
subsequence (neither relabelled), assume that xi → x ∈ Q¯. For given (large) l and
sufficiently large i, we have that Q¯(xi, ri) ⊂ Q¯(x, l
−1), so that µji(Q¯(x, l
−1)) ≥ ε.
By [15, Prop. 1.203(ii)], we have that µ(Q¯(x, l−1)) ≥ ε. Letting l → ∞, we have
by the dominated convergence theorem that µ({x}) ≥ ε > 0, which leads to a
contradiction.
If, on the other hand, we have that (ji)i has no sub-sequence increasing to
infinity, then it is bounded, and, in particular, must have a stationary subsequence,
not-relabelled, ji = J . Then we can repeat the argument above after replacing
µji = µJ = µ. The proof is complete. 
Proposition 3.5. Let B be an n-th order elliptic and canceling operator on Rn.
If uj , u ∈ BV
B(Rn) are such that uj converge to u B-strictly, then uj converge to
u uniformly.
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Proof. Let ε > 0. By Lemmas 2.6, 2.10, and 2.12, arguing as in the proof of
Lemma 2.11, we have tightness of {|B(uj−u)|}j and {|D
n−l(uj−u)|}j , l = 1, . . . , n.
Thus we can choose a sufficiently large cube Q such that the mass of both of these
is uniformly (in j) less than ε outside Q¯. We aim to use the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem
in C(2Q,V ), where 2Q is a concentric cube to Q, of twice the side length. For
this purpose, we note that uj are uniformly bounded by (1.2).
We next argue that the family {uj}j is equi-continuous in 2Q. Let η > 0. Take a
smooth cut-off function ρ ∈ C∞c (4Q) such that ρ = 1 in 2Q. It is then elementary
to show by use of the product rule that ρuj → ρu B-strictly. We have that uj are
continuous by Proposition 3.3, so we can infer from (3.2) that
|uj(x)− uj(y)| 6 c
(
|Buj |(Q2r) +
n−1∑
l=1
‖Dn−luj‖
L
n
n−l (Q2r)
)
(3.5)
whenever x, y lie in the same cube Qr of side-length r such that Q2r ⋐ 2Q (Qr and
Q2r are assumed concentric). By Proposition 2.11 and Vitali’s Theorem we have
that {Dn−l(ρuj)}j are
n
n−l -uniformly integrable in 4Q, and thus {D
n−luj}j are
n
n−l -uniformly integrable in 2Q. Hence there exists δ > 0 such that if 0 < r < δ,
we have that the sum on the right hand side of (3.5) is less than η. By Lemma 3.4,
possibly by making δ smaller, we have that |B(ρuj)|(Q˜2r) 6 η for every Q˜2r ⊂ 4Q
independently of j and of the choice of r < δ. In particular, this is true if we take
Q˜2r to be our arbitrary cube Q2r ⋐ 2Q, in which case |B(ρuj)|(Q2r) = |Buj |(Q2r)
by our choice of ρ.
It follows that {uj ↾2Q}j is pre-compact in C(2Q,V ). Then there is a sub-
sequence {uji ↾2Q}i which converges uniformly, say, to u˜, hence uji ↾2Q→ u˜ in
L1(2Q), so u˜ = u ↾2Q. Now for η ∈ C
∞(Rn) such that η = 1 in Rn\2Q and η = 0
in Q¯, satisfying ‖Dlu‖L∞ 6 c for l = 1, . . . , n − 1 we have
‖uji − u‖L∞ 6 ‖uji − u‖L∞(2Q) + ‖uji − u‖L∞(Rn\2Q)
6 ‖uji − u‖L∞(2Q) + ‖η(uji − u)‖L∞(Rn\Q¯)
6 c
(
‖uji − u‖L∞(2Q) + |B[η(uji − u)]|(R
n\Q¯)
)
6 c
(
‖uji − u‖L∞(2Q) + |B(uji − u)|(R
n\Q¯)+
+
n−1∑
l=1
‖Dn−l(uji − u)‖L1(Rn\Q¯)
)
6 cε
for i sufficiently large.
It follows that the sequence {uj}j has a unique cluster point with respect to the
strict convergence in BVB, which is complete when equipped with the metric of
strict topology. It follows that uj → u uniformly, which concludes the proof. 
4. C-elliptic operators
We are now considering the question of continuity up to the boundary of BVB-
maps on bounded domains, for which we choose the prototypical example of a cube.
The reader might be tempted to think that the claim of Theorem 1.3 follows from
Theorem 1.1 via an extension theorem in the spirit of [16, Thm. 1.2]. However,
so far, such an extension theorem for higher order operators is only known for
WB,1(Q) and not for BVB(Q). On the other hand, our method explicitly gives
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a simple and quite hands on estimate on the modulus of continuity up to the
boundary, as we will present in the following:
Proposition 4.1. Let B be a C-elliptic n-th order operator on Rn and Q ⊂ Rn be
an open cube. Then BVB(Q) ⊂ C(Q¯, V ).
Proof. Let u ∈ BVB(Q). By Proposition 3.3 and [16, Lem. 3.2] we have that
u ∈ C(Ω, V ). It remains to check continuity up to the boundary. To this end,
let x0 ∈ ∂Ω. For small enough radii r > 0, we note that Q(x0, r) ∩ Ω is one of
finitely many rectangles with proportional side lengths (fixed up to homothety).
We will abuse notation and denote Q(x0, r) ∩ Ω also by Q(x0, r). One can then
use Proposition 2.3 and a scaling argument to prove that:
‖u− (u)x,r‖L∞(Qr(x0)) 6 c
(
|Bu|(Qr(x0)) + r
−n‖u− (u)x,r‖L1(Qr(x0))
)
6 c
(
|Bu|(Qr(x0)) + r
1−n‖Du‖L1(Qr(x0))
)
6 c
(
|Bu|(Qr(x0)) + ‖Du‖Ln(Qr(x0))
)
,
where in the second estimate we used Poincaré’s inequality and in the third esti-
mate we used Hölder’s inequality. We conclude as in the proof of Proposition 3.3,
using the fact that BVB(Ω) ⊂ W1,n(Ω, V ) for C-elliptic operators, which follows
from [16], arguing similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
Remark 4.2. In particular, the estimate for the modulus of continuity thus ob-
tained is
|u(x)− u(y)| 6 c
(
|Bu|(Qr) + ‖Du‖Ln(Qr)
)
for x, y ∈ Qr ⊂ Q¯,
where Qr denotes a cube of radius r with faces parallel to the coordinate axes.
This estimate is a generalization of the inequality in [24, Eq. (1.2)], which was
the starting point for this work. In the case of elliptic and canceling operators, we
have the weaker estimate (3.5), in the sense that more terms are needed to control
the oscillations and the support of the estimation is increased.
However, one cannot expect to keep the support of estimation fixed in the
latter case because, otherwise, one can obtain boundary estimates for elliptic and
canceling operators by the proof of Proposition 4.1. This is not possible by [16,
Counterex. 3.4] and the following:
Lemma 4.3. Let B be an n-th order operator on Rn and Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded
Lipschitz domain. Suppose that BVB(Ω) ⊂ C(Ω¯, V ). Then B is C-elliptic.
Proof. We only prove the claim under the assumption that B is elliptic. Necessity
of ellipticity follow by a simplification of the arguments to follow.
If B is elliptic but not C-elliptic, there exist non-zero complex vectors ξ, v such
that B(ξ)v = 0. It is shown in [16, Prop. 3.1] that for the complex valued maps
u(x) = f((x − x0) · ξ)v, x ∈ Ω, we have that Bu = 0 at all points where f is
holomorphic. Moreover, it was shown that Dlu(x) = (∂l1f)(x · ξ)v ⊗ ξ
⊗l. After
a change of variable, we can assume that Dlu(x) = (∂l1f)(x1 + i x2)Vl, where
Vl = v ⊗ ξ
⊗l. In particular, if Q = [−R,R]n,ˆ
Q
|Dlu(x)|dx = |Vl|
ˆ
[−R,R]2
|(∂l1f)(x1 + ix2)|dL
2(x1, x2).(4.1)
We choose x0 ∈ ∂Ω such that the (n − 1)-dimensional half-space x0 + {x ∈
Rn : x2 6 0} does not intersect Ω in a small ball Br0(x0). We choose f such that
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∂n−1f(z) = z−1 in C \ i(−∞, 0]. Such f exists by standard results of complex
analysis. It then follows from (4.1) that Dn−1u is integrable in Br0(x0)∩Ω. Using
[22, Sec. 1.1.11], we obtain that u ∈ Wn−1,1(Ω ∩ Br0(x0), V ). Taking a cut-off
ρ ∈ C∞c (Br0(x0)) such that ρ = 1 in Br0/2(x0), we conclude that by use of the
product rule that u˜ := ρu ∈ BVB(Ω), but u˜ is not continuous at x0. 
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3, and with it, the present paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We already proved in Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 that
C-ellipticity of B is equivalent with BVB(Q) ⊂ C(Q¯, V ). In particular, the restric-
tion map Tru = u ↾∂Q is a well-defined linear trace operator on BV
B(Q). To see
that Tr is bounded, we use Proposition 2.3 and estimate
‖Tru‖L∞(∂Q) 6 ‖u‖L∞(Q) 6 c‖u‖BVB(Ω).
The proof is complete. 
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